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The warm-temperate regions of the globe characterized by dry summers and wet winters (Mediterranean
climate; MED) are especially vulnerable to climate change. The potential impact on water resources,
ecosystems and human livelihood requires a detailed picture of the future changes in this unique climate
zone. Here we apply a probabilistic approach to quantitatively address how and why the geographic
distribution of MED will change based on the latest-available climate projections for the 21st century. Our
analysis provides, for the first time, a robust assessment of significant northward and eastward future
expansions of MED over both the Euro-Mediterranean and western North America. Concurrently, we show
a significant 21st century replacement of the equatorward MED margins by the arid climate type. Moreover,
future winters will become wetter and summers drier in both the old and newly established MED zones.
Should these projections be realized, living conditions in some of the most densely populated regions in the
world will be seriously jeopardized.

T

he Mediterranean climate (MED) is a midlatitude transitional climate zone characterized by wet winter and
dry summer, and is considered one of the most desirable climatic zones for human inhabitation1. Because
this climate may be especially sensitive to global change, it has been identified as a possible climate-change
‘‘hot spot’’2,3. The MED climate is found on the western side of most of the world’s continents, wedged between
warm temperate (mostly poleward), cold-winter snow (eastward and poleward) and arid (equatorward) climates4–6 (see Supplementary Material, Figure S1). The passage to wet and dry conditions persisting throughout
the year marks the transition to other warm-temperate climates to the north and arid climates to the south,
respectively4 (see Table 1). On the other hand, the severe cold winter months characterize the passage to the snow
climate4 (see Table 1). The sharp spatial gradient makes MED zones highly vulnerable to climate change (e.g.,
Ref. 7). Projections from global climate models from phase five of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP58) suggest that the subtropics will become drier9 and the MED rainfall seasonal cycle greater, with a longer
winter rainy season10. Still unanswered, however, is how and why the MED geographic distribution will change
under anthropogenic global warming. To be useful for decision making, climate predictions/projections need to
be probabilistic and the probability information provided needs to be reliable (e.g., Refs. 11,12). The word
‘‘reliable’’ has a specific technical meaning in probability forecasting13, a meaning that can allow potential users
to assess whether the information provided by climate projections might have value. Suppose the predicted/
projected probability of the event that a particular location is classified as MED climate (event E) is equal to 0.7.
For a reliable prediction/projection system, we could assert that E will actually occur on 70% of occasions where E
is forecasted with a probability of 0.711. In this work, we perform for the first time a robust assessment of the
probability of MED zones to change under the RCP4.5 medium-low greenhouse gases (GHGs) concentration
scenario14 (see Method for details). Our approach makes use of the Köppen-Geiger classification method in its
latest version as reviewed in Ref. 15, which is applied to each of the 25 CMIP5 models. The Köppen-Geiger
classification is an empirical bio-climatic classification and relies on the pioneering and meticulous field work by
ecologists and climatologists during 19th century16–18 based on the concept that vegetation zonation, being caused
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Table 1 | Main characteristics and thresholds of the climate types relevant for this study following the classification by Köppen and Geiger.
Each climate type except for B is identified by temperature criteria. Type B designates climates in which the major controlling factor on
vegetation is dryness. For type B a dryness empirical threshold (Pth) in mm is introduced, which depends on the annual mean temperature,
and on the annual cycle of precipitation (see Ref. 15). The Mediterranean climate is defined as a subdomain of the warm temperate
climate with dry summers (Cs) and is obtained by the sum of the hot (Csa) and warm (Csb) subgroups. The monthly mean near-surface
(2 m) temperature (Tmon) of the warmest and coldest months is denoted by Tmax and Tmin, respectively. The accumulated annual
precipitation, Pann, and Psmin, Psmax, Pwmin and Pwmax are defined as the lowest and highest monthly precipitation values for the summer
and winter half-years on the hemisphere considered. Monthly precipitations are in mm/month and Pann is in mm/year
Climate type

Main characteristics

Köppen-Geiger Rules

Arid (B)

Severe dryness all year

Pann , 10Pth

Warm temperate (C)
Mediterranean (Cs)

Mild conditions
Wet winter and dry summer

23uC , Tmin , 18uC
Psmin , Pwmin
AND

Pwmax . 3Psmin
AND

Psmin , 40 mm
(Csa) Hot summer

Tmax $ 22uC

(Csb) Warm summer

at least 4 Tmon $ 10uC

Severe cold winter

Tmin , 23uC

OR

Snow (D)

by temperature and water availability, is the best expression of climate types. Conversely, climate zone boundaries are closely associated with certain prevalent vegetation species4,18. Therefore, this
classification is well suited for identifying and analyzing the impacts
of climate change on natural and anthropic ecosystems. Another
advantage of the Köppen-Geiger classification is that it can be easily
evaluated on a grid-cell level19 and, therefore, can be applied in both
relatively high spatial-resolution regional models20–22 and lowresolution global climate models5,19,23. Previous works already analyzed
the changes and shifts between the main Köppen-Geiger climate
classes (equatorial, arid, warm temperate, snow and polar climate)
projected by the CMIP35,24 and CMIP525 models, respectively.
However, the works mentioned did not analyze the details of specific
climate sub-domains such as the changes in the MED climate (according to the classification, MED is a subtype under the warm temperate
domain) as we do. After identifying the MED grid points for each of
the 25 CMIP5 models for both historical (1979–2005) and projected
climatologies, we assessed the probability for each model grid point of
being classified as MED climate (PMED) by computing the multimodel ensemble average. We then estimated the regional MED area
(AMED) by spatially integrating PMED multiplied by the grid point
area. Previous studies computed the projected area change of the
main climate classes by applying the Köppen-Geiger classification
directly to the multi-model ensemble-mean output. The information
from the contributing single-models was only considered to infer
an uncertainty for the aggregated area estimates in the form of
intra-ensemble standard deviation. Differently, we exploit all the
information contained in the CMIP5 multi-model by computing
the probability of the climate-type at the grid point level. This allows
a robust assessment of the significance of the projected change of
MED probability for each grid point by applying a non-parametric
Monte Carlo test. Accordingly, all quantitative computations of MED
area change that are performed in this study use only the land grid
points where the projected change of PMED passed the 5% significance
level (see Method for details). This probabilistic approach can provide
quantitative information on the projected changes that are required
for decisions on economy and society policy issues.

Results
The CMIP5 Multi-Model Ensemble (MME) effectively reproduces
the historical (1979–2005) global distribution of MED climate
(Supplementary Material, Figure S2a). The probabilistic information
provided by the MME is reliable (see Method section for a thorough
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definition of the reliability attribute); i.e., the MME probability displays a good match with the conditional frequency of observation
given the MME-probability outcomes (Supplementary Material, Figure
S2b). The reliability attribute of the MME, as measured by eq. 3 (see
Method section), scores the very low value of 0.0006, which is remarkably close to the theoretically perfect zero value. In order to retain all
the probabilistic information coming from the single-models, we did
not apply any bias correction of the models climatology. If we had
applied bias correction to the models, Figure S2 (Supplementary
Material) would have shown a perfect match between observation
and MME, therefore not providing any information about the actual
reliability of the CMIP5 multi-model (Figure S2b). With a few exceptions over western North America, Australia and South America (red
grid points in Figure S2a), PMED always exceeds 0.5 in correspondence
of all the observed MED grid points over land. On the other hand, the
CMIP5 MME displays positive PMED in few grid points over southern
Arizona, Mexico and between the Black and Caspian Seas, where
no MED grid points are observed during the 1979–2005 period
(Supplementary Material, Figure S2a).
Over both the Euro-Mediterranean (hereinafter Euro-Med) and
western North America (hereinafter WNA), PMED increases considerably northward and eastward by the mid-to-end 21st century
(Figure 1). By the end of the 21st century, the overall MED area will
have expanded in the Euro-Med by as much as 7.4 6 0.8 ? 105 km2 and
in WNA by 6.0 6 1.1 ? 105 km2. At the end (mid) of the 21st century,
these expansions will correspond to increases of 19 6 1% (13 6 1%)
and 30 6 2% (23 6 2%) over Euro-Med and WNA, respectively. The
Southern Hemisphere, on the other hand, is less affected with AMED in
South Africa and Australia shrinking somewhat. As shown in Figure 1,
although a noticeable effect on PMED is projected over the Southern
Hemisphere MED zones, the projected land area changes are one order
of magnitude smaller than those in the Northern Hemisphere and are
more uncertain. This is at least partly due to the different configuration
of the continents in the Southern Hemisphere, which leads to less
continental area in the 30u–50u latitude-band, the region where
MED zones tend to be located. In fact, South America, with appreciable
land between 30uS–50uS latitudes, is the only continent in the Southern
Hemisphere with more MED climate areas by the end of the 21st
century (Figure 1). In Australia and southern Africa, regions with
MED climate are lost because the zone is pushed out of the land into
the sea as it moves to higher latitudes, unlike the Northern Hemisphere
where the MED zone just expands into the land to the north.
2
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Figure 1 | Probability of Mediterranean climate (PMED; see Method for definition) simulated by the CMIP5 models (shaded in red for the period
2070–2100 and in green for 1979–2005). The contour lines (red for the period 2070–2100 and green for 1979–2005) correspond to 0.5 value. Histogram
insets indicate, over each land domain, the change of Mediterranean areal coverage (AMED in units of 105 Km2) with respect to historical (1979–2005)
period (MID-21C in blue is for 2035–2065, END-21C in red for 2070–2100). Error bars indicate the uncertainty estimated by the 10th and 90th percentiles
of the synthetic distribution obtained by resampling the multi-model members through a Monte Carlo bootstrap (1000 repetitions) procedure. The map
in this figure was drawn using Matlab.

The expansion of MED climate zones in some regions comes at the
expense of other climate types and vice versa. Such transitions are
shown in Figure 2 for the Euro-Med. The considerable PMED increase
projected over northwestern continental Europe, Great Britain,
Scandinavia, northern Balkans, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and part of
southwestern Russia is displayed in Figure 2a. The corresponding
MED area expansion in the latitude band between 38uN and 55uN
has the largest area increase at around 49uN (Figure 2b). We verified
the robustness of the area changes for each 2-degree latitude band by
resampling the multi-model members through a Monte Carlo bootstrap (1000 repetitions) procedure. The 10th and 90th percentiles of
the synthetic distribution (shading in Figure 2b) indicate high confidence in the estimated area change at all latitudes. In northwestern
Europe, Great Britain and northern Balkans the projected MED zone
expands into other warm temperate climates (WarmTemp to MED;
crosses in Figure 2a), which will experience a greater winter-summer
difference in rainfall in accordance with the typical MED seasonality
(Table 1; see Supplementary Material, Figures S3a and S4a). On the
other hand, the Ukraine, Kazakhstan, southwestern Russia and
Scandinavia areas are projected to shift from snow to MED climate
(SNOW to MED; triangles in Figure 2a) owing to a consistent temperature rise during the coldest winter months (Table 1; see
Supplementary Material Figure S7). This increase in temperature is
coupled with the weakening of the Siberian and Polar highs (negative
and positive trends in the Siberian high and Arctic Oscillation indices, respectively; see Supplementary Material, Figure S8), which
strengthen moist westerlies from the Atlantic Ocean26 bringing more
winter precipitation to the region (see Supplementary Material
Figure S8; this topic is further discussed in a paper by Mariotti
et al. submitted to Climate Dynamics). The northward MED expansion is accompanied by the replacement of MED areas with the arid
climate-type along the southern margins (MED to ARID; Figure 2a) in
Spain, Italy, Greece, as well as the Middle East (empty circles in
Figure 2a). As shown in Figure 2c, both the precipitation-driven climate conversions of WarmTemp-to-MED (red line) and MED-toARID (blue line) tend to stabilize during the second half of the 21st
century. In contrast, the temperature-dependent replacement of snow
climate by MED (green line) continues in a nearly constant manner
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 7211 | DOI: 10.1038/srep07211

until the end of the 21st century. This is consistent with the notion that
the rate of shift of climate zones tends to accelerate with the increase in
temperature19. It follows that, even if the temperature increase becomes
flatter towards the end of the 21st century27, the temperature-dependent
climate-zone shift may still continue at a near-constant rate.
In contrast to the Euro-Med region, where predominantly warm
temperate zones are replaced by MED zones, the temperature-driven
expansion (SNOW to MED) characterizes western North America
(Figure 3). Here, the increase in PMED extends northeastward and
replaces the cold-winter regions in Washington State, Idaho, Nevada,
Utah, New Mexico and even British Columbia (see also
Supplementary Material, Figure S7). The increase in MED area is
projected to peak at 41uN (Figure 3b), but expand considerably to
latitudes well above 50uN. Similar to the Euro-Med region, the MED
southern margins in southern California, southern Arizona and
northern Mexico are replaced by arid climate. The WarmTemp-toMED transition due to the greater summer-winter difference in rainfall is confined to the northern margin along the Pacific coast and to
the southeast margin toward the Gulf of Mexico (see also
Supplementary Material, Figures S5a and S6a). Analogous to EuroMed, the SNOW-to-MED transition continues steadily, whereas the
WarmTemp-to-MED transition tends to stabilize during the second
half of the 21st century (Figure 3c). Interestingly, the WarmTemp-toMED transition shows interdecadal variability over WNA, indicating
the consistent effect of the radiative boundary forcing (Ref. 14, a summary of the prescribed boundary conditions is in the Method section)
at this time-scale. Similar to the impact on large-scale rainfall discussed
in Ref. 28, the rapid transition from WarmTemp to MED after 2020
and subsequent deceleration in the mid-21st century appear to be
related to the scenario mitigation-pathway of aerosol concentrations14.
The transition to MED climate in the Euro-Med and WNA
regions is characterized by the enhancement of the winter-wet and
summer-dry rainfall seasonality (Figure 4; see also Supplementary
Material, Figures S3–S6a). The replacement of MED by the arid
climate-type along the southern margins is consistently marked by
rainfall reduction mostly occurring during winter (Figure 4), partly
because these regions are already very dry during summer29. In the
MED-to-ARID transition areas along the Mediterranean coast and
3
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Figure 2 | Projected change in Mediterranean climate over the Euro-Mediterranean domain. (a) The shaded areas represent the 2070–2100 vs. 1979–
2005 probability change in Mediterranean climate. Only the probability changes that passed a Monte Carlo significance test at the 5% level are shown. For
each probability change value, the markers indicate the dominant climate-type transition (relative majority) between warm temperate to Mediterranean
(Warm Temp. to MED; crosses), Mediterranean to arid (MED to ARID; circles) and snow to Mediterranean (SNOW to MED; triangles) climate. The
markers are bold when the dominant transition occurs in at least 95% of the models that change from one climate type in 1979–2005 to another one in
2070–2100. The dashed line marks the 0.5 contour of PMED during the reference period (1979–2005). (b) Zonally integrated land area change over the
longitude domain displayed in panel a (in units of 104 Km2 per degree latitude). Shading indicates the uncertainty for each latitude band estimated by the
10th and 90th percentiles of the synthetic distribution obtained by resampling the multi-model members through a Monte Carlo bootstrap (1000
repetitions) procedure. (c) The 30-years running mean time series of the land area change contributions integrated over the whole Euro-Mediterranean
domain displayed in panel a. The map in this figure was drawn using Matlab.

Middle East, the decrease of wintertime rainfall (see Supplementary
Material, Figure S4a) further exacerbates summer dryness (Figure
S3a, Supplementary Material) by reducing the water availability for
evapotranspiration over land30 (Supplementary Material, Figure
S3d). Over the Euro-Med a large summer drying is found in the
MED zones already in place and projected to persist during 21st
century (i.e., MED to MED) and in the zones transitioning from
WarmTemp to MED (Figure 4a). The drier summers are primarily
due to the thermodynamic or ‘‘direct moisture effect’’31, which is
particularly important over southeastern Euro-Med (See Supplementary Material, Figure S3). As shown in Figure 4a, the
WarmTemp-to-MED transition zone also experiences considerably
more rainfall during winter (see also Figure S4) and displays the
largest increase in the winter-summer contrast of precipitation over
the Euro-Med domain. In contrast to the Euro-Med, the enhanced
rainfall seasonality over WNA is dominated by increasingly wetter
winters (Figure 4b). In this season, the effect of climate change on the
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 7211 | DOI: 10.1038/srep07211

atmospheric dynamics drives a widespread precipitation increase
over WNA (Supplementary Material, Figure S6). Consistent with
the mechanism described in Ref. 32, the greater subtropical static
stability pushes mid-latitude baroclinic instabilities northward,
increasing winter precipitation toward the possible MED regions
located to the north (Supplementary Material, Figure S6). This
mechanism affects the transition between the subtropics and midlatitudes of both hemispheres. However, due to the limited poleward
extension of lands, the winter precipitation in Southern Hemisphere
is often shifted out of the continents and towards the southward
oceans. This leads to a weaker rainfall seasonal-cycle over land in
South Africa and Australia, where the MED zones are projected to
shrink (Supplementary Material, Figure S9).

Discussion
Our probabilistic approach, applied to the future climate projected
by the CMIP5 models, shows for the first time that the MED zone will
4
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Figure 3 | Same as Figure 2 but for western North America. The map in this figure was drawn using Matlab.

expand markedly during 21st-century. The models project a robust
MED expansion, compared to 1979–2005, reaching 7.4 6 0.8 ?
105 Km2 (corresponding to 19 6 1% increase) over EuroMediterranean and 6 6 1.1 ? 105 Km2 (corresponding to 30 6 2%
increase) over western North America by the end of the 21st century.
The increased winter-summer rainfall difference drives the MED
expansion over warm temperate zones (WarmTemp to MED) in
north-western Europe, the United Kingdom and northern Balkans
in Euro-Mediterranean, and British Columbia and inland southern
United States in North America. On the other hand, less severe cold
winters, allow the MED to expand northeastward (SNOW to MED)
into the continental zones west of the Rocky Mountains and in some
parts of Scandinavia, Ukraine and southern Russia. The arid climate
type, conversely, will shift poleward into the equatorward MED margins (MED to ARID). The climate changes associated with these
transitions would seriously affect natural and anthropic ecosystems.
The envisaged transitions from WarmTemp to MED and MED to
ARID climates pose serious concerns for the availability of water to
support human health and activities. Moreover, the projected MED
zones will experience amplified winter and decreased summer precipitation, which could result in greater vulnerability to extreme
events: more floods in winter and more droughts, fires and water
shortages in summer6,33. When evaluating the future consequences
of MED changes on ecosystems and human activities as well as the
possible adaptation policies, researchers from a broad spectrum
of disciplines and decision makers can make effective use of the
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 7211 | DOI: 10.1038/srep07211

unprecedented probabilistic information and robust quantitative
assessment provided by this work. The results of this study concern
the RCP4.5 medium-low GHGs concentration scenario, quite similar
to A1B scenario from CMIP3 widely used in previous research investigations34. Future works will address the sensitivity of the outcomes of
this research to the use of aggressive emission scenarios (e.g.: RCP8.5).
In order to retain all the probabilistic information coming from the
single-models, the results reported in this work are obtained without a
bias correction of the models climatology. To further check the robustness of our results, we evaluated the 21st century changes of MED
probability and MED Area after application of the bias correction,
finding no appreciable effect on the outcomes of this study.

Methods
We use simulations for both present-day climate (historical experiments, 1979–2005)
and future climate projection (RCP4.5 experiments, 2006–2100) from 25 Coupled
General Circulation Models (CGCMs) available from the World Climate Research
Program Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP58). The historical
simulations are prescribed with observed concentrations of atmospheric constituents
and other forcings14. The CMIP5 recommendations include GHGs, anthropogenic
aerosols, ozone, solar irradiance and land-use change. The projections are forced with
a future scenario of the same quantities, which are referred to as the ‘‘representative
concentration pathway’’ (RCP8). Among the RCPs that have been considered for
CMIP5, we selected the RCP4.5, which depicts a somewhat intermediate GHGs
concentration scenario compared with other RCP scenarios14. RCP4.5 is quite similar
to the A1B scenario from CMIP3, which has been the most widely used scenario in
previous research34. The number in the RCP provides an estimate of the radiative
forcing for the year 2100 (relative to preindustrial conditions): in RCP4.5 the radiative

5
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Figure 4 | Amplification (2070–2100 minus 1979–2005) of the DJF (blue) vs. JJA (red) precipitation seasonality over zones experiencing a transition
from warm temperate to mediterranean (Warm Temp. to MED; denoted by crosses in Figures 2 and 3 with PMED in 2070–2100 . 0.5), Mediterranean to
arid (MED to ARID; denoted by circles in Figures 2 and 3 with PMED in 2070–2100 , 0.5), and snow to Mediterranean climate (SNOW to MED; denoted
by triangles in Figures 2 and 3 with PMED in 2070–2100 . 0.5). The Mediterranean zones already in place during the historical period (PMED . 0.5 in 1979–
2005) and projected to persist during 21st century (PMED . 0.5 in 2070–2100) are also reported (MED to MED). Error bars indicate the uncertainty
estimated by the 10th and 90th percentiles of the synthetic distribution obtained by resampling the multi-model members using a Monte Carlo bootstrap
(1000 repetitions) procedure.
W
m2
at the end of the century. All available ensemble members from each of the following
models is used in this study: GISS-E2-R; IPSL-CM5A-MR; MIROC5; HadGEM2-CC;
HadGEM2-ES; bcc-csm1-1; CNRM-CM5; inmcm4; CCSM4; CSIRO-Mk3-6-0; IPSLCM5B-LR; ACCESS1-0; MRI-CGCM3; HadGEM2-AO; FGOALS-s2; CMCC-CM;
IPSL-CM5A-LR; MPI-ESM-LR; MIROC-ESM; MPI-ESM-MR; NorESM1-M;
NorESM1-ME; MIROC-ESM-CHEM; CanESM2; and BNU-ESM. After a bilinear
interpolation to a common 2.0u 3 2.0u spatial grid, the ensemble members provided
by each institution are averaged with equal weights to obtain an ensemble mean for
each contributing model.
We apply the Köppen-Geiger climate classification, which was originally
developed by Ref. 4 and presented in its latest version in 1961 by Refs. 35,36, as
reviewed in Ref. 15. It is an empirical bio-climatic classification aimed at
defining climatic boundaries in such a way to correspond to those of specific
vegetation zones. Five vegetation groups are considered for the classification. In
Table 1 the characteristics of the arid (B), warm temperate (C) and snow (D)
climate types are summarized. These are the climate groups that are of relevance
for this work because they contain or confine with the MED zones. Among the
diversity of sub-types of warm temperate climates, the MED climate stands out
with its dry summer season, which can be warm or hot, and its mild and humid
winters4 (Table 1). The future changes of the Köppen-Geiger climate types can be
evaluated on a grid cell level, as climatic information for every grid cell becomes
available. Therefore, as shown in the previous studies by Refs. 5,23,24 it can be
suitably applied to climate model output.
For both the historical period and RCP4.5 projection, the dichotomous [1, 0] event
of presence/absence of MED climate is evaluated for each grid point and for each
CMIP5 model. The probability of MED occurrence is then assessed by computing the
ensemble mean of the (N 5 25) CMIP5 models (Eq. 1) for each longitude and latitude
(i and j, respectively):
forcing increases throughout the 21st century before reaching a level of about 4:5

PMED ði,jÞ~

N
1X
½1,0ki,j
N k~1
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ð1Þ

Provided the probabilistic information of the MME is reliable (i.e.: the modeled
probability compares the conditional distribution of the observation given the MME
result13), the regional MED area coverage can be then estimated by spatially integrating the product of PMED with the total grid-point land area (areai,j):
AMED ~

Ny
Nx X
X

areai,j :PMED ði,jÞ

ð2Þ

i~1 j~1

where Nx and Ny are the total number of longitudes and latitudes, respectively. The
correspondence of the MME probability to the conditional averaged observation is
characterized by the reliability attribute of the multi-model computed in the space
domain for the reference period (1979–2005). Following Ref 13, after discretizing the
probability forecasts to a finite set of values (yi; which can take any of the I values y1, y2,
yI), the reliability (Rel) is evaluated by the match between the specific values of the
MME outcomes (yi) and the conditional probability of observations (actual occurrences of the MED climate, o1) given the MME probability [p(o1jyi)]:
Rel~

I
1X
Ni ½yi {pðo1 jyi Þ2
n i~1

ð3Þ

where n is the total number of MME probability-observed event pairs and Ni is the
number of times each probability yi occurs in the collection of grid points being
verified. Theoretical perfect reliability is achieved when Rel 5 0, i.e. there is a perfect
match between the issued MME probability and the averaged observation for the
specific values of the MME probability. This can be appreciated graphically by
drawing the MME probability (x axis) and the conditional distribution of observations (y axis) in a reliability diagram and noticing that the y 5 x line would correspond
to the theoretical perfect reliability (See Supplementary Material, Figure S2b).
The projected changes of the PMED with respect to 1979–2005 are tested for significance by using a Monte Carlo test and only the projected differences that passed
the 5% level are considered in the analysis. For each grid point, we tested the null
hypothesis of getting as high or higher probability change simply by chance through a
Monte Carlo bootstrap method (1000 repetitions). Only the probability changes that

6
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passed the Monte Carlo significance test at the 5% level ([DPMED(i, j)]sig5%) are used
(otherwise set to zero) in the computation of the projected area change (DAMED)
compared to the reference period (1979–2005):
DAMED ~

Ny
Nx X
X

areai,j :½DPMED ði,jÞsig5%

ð4Þ

i~1 j~1

The robustness of the results in terms of AMED change as well as area-averaged
precipitation change is further verified by resampling the multi-model members
through a Monte Carlo bootstrap (1000 repetitions) procedure. The 10th and 90th
percentiles of the synthetic distribution are then chosen to indicate the confidence in
our estimates.
To provide a reference for the comparison of the CMIP5 models for the historical
period (1979–2005) over land, we computed the observed MED zones by applying
Köppen-Geiger classification to monthly-mean surface air temperature from ERAInterim reanalysis37 and to monthly-mean precipitation from Climate Prediction
Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP38; Supplementary Material,
Figure S1). The latest generation ECMWF reanalysis data available for the satellite era
(1979 to the present) is preferred to the station-based global temperature datasets
such as HadCRU39 and GISSTEMP40. In fact, the station-based data are conceived to
provide climate-change gridded anomalies and do not produce reliable estimates of
absolute temperature40, which are required by the Köppen-Geiger climate classification (see Table 1). In particular, the grid-cell temperature anomalies over land
are well represented by the measured station data owing to the spatial autocorrelation
of anomalies40. In contrast, the observed stations are not necessarily representative for
the absolute temperature of the grid cell area due to possible microclimatological and
topographical effects. These effects are, on the other hand, well accounted for in the
reanalysis data41.
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